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The Pussy deh fi advertise,(what)
Cuh u ah hypnotize, alphatize eh

[VERSE 1:]
Shake up ya body, gotta jiggle deh body body.
Ya body pussy property, 
dutty phatty dutty dutty wine
Dutty body check it, knock it cock it, 
Dutty dutty wine
U leave nah pilla chill upin & so me sey
No Tappy..

Shake up ya body, gotta jiggle deh body body.
Ya body pussy property, 
dutty phatty dutty dutty wine
Dutty check it, knock it cock it, 
Dutty dutty dutty wine
U leave nah pilla chill upin & so me sey...
eh!

[CHORUS]

Wine for me baby, Bruk out Bruk out!
Yuh pussy nuh fuck out
Tell a gal fi suck out, so fuck who yuh want fuck
Do ya deep throat,
Because ah your pussy, nob on ya beer mouth.

[VERSE2:]
Gal wine in a tripple, lemme see ya body jiggle
From di Prawls yuh have fi jiggle.
Let me push inna yuh middle
Let me feel ya breast a liddle
And me nibble just a liddle
Yeh.. Toss up on a niddle
Fore me squiggle when yuh giggle

Booty, Tuff like Mo' jocky
When me feel ya body hotty
When meh top like a bakkle
From yuh wicked slide Body
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Do ya finally cock-it-jocky
Yes, put it up a nockle
Cuh yah pussy, make meh rich 
An' eat big dopple ah nuh trouble
eh!

[CHORUS]

[VERSE:]
Mi Cocky deh lovey and..
Your pussy mi love to feel,
Meh hers hafta hurry
Ive gat deh curry curry meal.
We make yuh sweat Blood,
An' make Jamaica get muddy.
Bury! Dan-30 pon big man party
And me and yah tell di toggle
Meh no little Pa-pa doggy
So before meh sucky sucky
Meh never fuck a doggy(Baby)
If me have fi talk,
When yuh feelin cropple cropple
Cuz ah big shoppy Just ah Di ready di fi deh Lobby..
eh!
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